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Abstract 

This work was done as part of the background required to build test applications for the AAF Edit Protocol1.  
The edit Protocol is a set of rules that constrains the positions for production metadata within a file. It is 
intended to ensure that AAF interchange works without the need for agreements between vendors by making 
the specification explicit. It is the only way currently available for successful exchange of production projects 
between different vendors. 

This note describes two DirectShow filters capable of editing audio and video content of any type, including 
Mpeg2.  The video filter includes indexed searching for Mpeg2 and Mpeg4 so it is both frame accurate and 
can do scrub play at a speed that is acceptable. These two features make the filter’s performance good enough 
for professional use and better than most professional editors for Mpeg.   

The indexed search relies on having either a separate indexing object available for the media type in use or a 
de-multiplexing filter capable of accurate search.   An indexing object is provided in the SDK for the  Mpeg 
decoding filters I have used2 but it would be relatively easy to produce one for other long GoP or variable bit-
rate content such as Dirac.  Alternatively, MXF files with indexing capabilities such as MXF OP-Atom 
would also provide frame accuracy and rapid seeking. 

There are a number of special conditions that DirectShow requires in order to work successfully for editing.  
These are provided in a Delphi component which wraps the filter graph and does all of the filter creation 
connection and destruction.  The component requires only a set of file names, shot timings and effect 
specifications.  It also provides a means to add, remove or modify shots and effects and a set of player 
controls.  This allows a developer to write a competent editing application without knowing anything about 
DirectShow or even media replay. 

The down-side is that DirectShow runs only on Windows. 

 

Additional key words: Mpeg, Scrub play, Video, Audio, Editing, Effects, Delphi, 
DirectShow, Component. 
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1 Introduction 
This work was done as part of the background required to build test applications for the AAF Edit 
Protocol3.  The edit Protocol is a set of rules that constrains the positions for production metadata 
within an aaf file. It is intended to ensure that AAF interchange works without the need for 
agreements between vendors by making the specification explicit. It is the only way currently 
available for successful exchange of production projects between different vendors. 

The idea behind this work is to build recognisable test applications to provide something 
demonstrable to users. A demonstration of a project saved in one application and opened in 
another without loss of metadata or a tortuous importing routine might just make the difference. 

There are many ways to do editing using a computer.  This note describes using DirectShow, 
which makes this implementation specific to Microsoft Windows. 

Microsoft has a set of Editing Services built into DirectShow which are available for use in 
professional editing applications. There are also many documents stating that DirectShow does not 
make it easy to do editing, suggesting you should use a separate graph to play each constituent 
media stream and then mix the outputs in a final composition graph.  This appears over complex, 
and I felt it would be difficult to make seeking work when you have several graphs running on 
different threads with different time bases. 

I studied the DirectShow documentation and decided that it had all of the tools required to build an 
editor using a single graph so I decided to follow this approach.  The approach turned out to be 
feasible provided the (Mpeg) decoding filters were configured to follow the DirectShow 
documentation (See appendix 1). 

Two editing filters are described, one for video which includes a set of built-in effects and an 
interface for finding the nearest I-Frame, to speed up rapid seeking. The second edits audio and 
includes cross-fade and fade out and in between adjacent audio clips as well as audio level 
settings within clips. These effects are sufficient for testing media sequences during production 
planning. 

Also described is a Delphi component that wraps the DirectShow filter graph and looks after 
creation, connection and destruction of filter objects as well as loading the source media, clip and 
effects specifications.  It also provides a means to play and display the composed video and audio 
streams. 

The component wrapper provides a means for an application developer to write an effective video 
and audio editing application, that does a selection of basic audio and video effects, without 
knowing anything at all about DirectShow other than how to install the filters. 

The code is written in Object Pascal using Borland Delphi versions 6 or higher.  The requirements 
for DirectShow development using Delphi are covered in Appendices 2 and 3.  This note describes 
only the behaviour of the DirectShow filter graph and the code within the filters. 

On a single processor machine with an AMD processor at around 1.6GHz clock or an Intel at 
around 2 GHz, the graph can provide real-time Mpeg2 replay of full resolution 625 line media 
including any of the available effects.  

3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/aaf 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/aaf


 

2 DirectShow filter graph for editing. 
An editor provides a means for combining sections of the audio and video content of one or more 
source files into new media streams, one for audio and one for video. These streams can either be 
rendered for display or written to a new file.  The filter graph used in this development is a single 
graph that contains groups of decoding filters for each media file set.  A file set is either a single file 
containing a multiplexed audio/video stream or separate audio and video files containing co-timed 
audio and video streams.  The output pins of these ‘sub-graphs’ are connected to the audio and 
video mixing filters and then on to audio and video renderers or file writers.  

The mixing filters include the ability to perform effects between audio and video clips. Given that 
DirectShow is only a means for handing samples from one filter to the next and contains no large 
scale storage, this means that if both sections of the clip are stored in a single file, the graph has to 
be able to read from that file at two different positions during the transition.  This means that we 
need two sub-graphs sourced from a single file whenever we have an effect between different 
sections of that file.  On the plus side we can have as many sections from that file in a composition 
as we want without needing any more than two ‘sub-graphs’. 

The diagram shows a filter graph that implements four clips sourced from two different file sets.  
The sources here are m2v and wav files for simplicity. 

 
Once a graph has two instances of a source file, I create two sub-graphs, even if there are no 
effects, I do this for simplicity. It would be possible to dynamically configure the duplicity of sub-
graphs according to the presence of effects, but there is no loss of resources other than Ram in 
having two. This also avoids delays when an effect is added or a clip is inserted.  

While the media is playing, any sub-graph that is not actively supplying samples to the mixer is 
stopped and consumes no cpu resources. The video filter has a queued output pin that has a 
capacity of 25 frames so the video processing will normally run well ahead of the display. If we 
have a cut or effect, a sub-graph may be asked to seek to the new starting position and the filter 
will wait until this has happened. I do not do any look-ahead pre-setting of sub-graph positions 
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since the queued output pin provides enough capacity to provide cuts and effects without loss or 
interruption of samples.  

The Queued output pin also helps when the sequence has effects by allowing interruptions from 
other processes running on the machine and by providing some scope for processing occasionally 
taking longer than a frame period, which does happen when an effect contains a lot of number 
crunching such as the circle wipes. 

The mixing filters provide a control interface for configuring their overall behaviour, including their 
seeking properties, and an interface for loading, removing and modifying clip items in their 
internally stored sequence.  The mpeg decoding filters also have interfaces for controlling their 
behaviour which are detailed in their SDK. One particularly troublesome feature may need 
manually setting depending upon the version of decoding filters installed, see Appendix 2. Other 
than these, the control of the graph uses only the standard DirectShow interfaces. 

The Delphi Component that wraps the graph ensures that consecutive clips from the same media 
source are derived from different sub-graphs so the developer need not worry about this issue nor 
even know that it exists. 

Although the filters were designed using Delphi, their interfaces avoid using Types specific to 
Delphi.  DirectShow uses in-Proc servers so there is no need for interface types to be marshallable 
by Com.  This would allow the use of class references or object function pointers in the interfaces, 
which would make client code simpler.  Instead, I have used basic types common to Delphi and 
Com (e.g. a Pointer instead of a THandle or a function pointer) which makes them a little more 
difficult to use but more language independent.  I’m pretty confident that you could write a working 
C++ or C# header file for them with little difficulty. 

3 Media Formats 
The video filter can handle five media formats.  Its preferred format is YUY2 which is what appears 
when you query its input pin for its media formats in GraphEdit.  It can also do RGB555, RGB565, 
which may be used when the graphics card is set to 16 bit resolution, or RGB24 and RGB32 which 
may be used when it is set to 24 and 32 bit resolution.  All media formats are shown when you 
query the filter’s output pin and they are shown in the preferred order from YUY2 through 
increasing levels of processing up to RGB32.  It should be noted that YUY2 is the format that 
works best for a video person since it couples best luminance resolution with a lower chrominance 
resolution but at the same byte count as RGB555 and RGB565 which only use five or six bits for 
the R, G and B components.  RGB24 is the next best since it does not waste any bytes. RGB32 
offers no benefit at all since it uses an extra byte per RGB triplet for nothing.   

Once the filter’s timeline has a sample with a given media format, all others must also have the 
same format.  This is because copying from one pixel format to another is time consuming.  There 
is no protection against this in the filter and the Allocator for the processing thread uses the first 
input sample to set its dimensions.  If you try a bigger image then I think it should simply fail to 
copy the samples.  If you use a smaller one then you will get a loss of ‘line sync’. 

The audio filter accepts PCM Audio and the number of samples per second, the number of bytes 
per sample and the number of audio streams are set by the contents of the audio file. 

4 No Media Available 
An editor needs to be able to display something or provide quiet audio  when the timeline contains 
a clip for which media is not currently available.  This provides a bit of a snag for DirectShow since 
playing nothing is not its strong point.  To combat this, the audio and video timelines will accept clip 
descriptions without a filename, which it interprets as ‘no media available’. To provide some empty 
samples, each filter has a no media input pin which provides either a simple bitmap for video or 
silent samples for audio.  These samples have the same format as normal media samples and can 
be replayed.  The no media pin is not accessible outside the filter. 
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5 The video editing filter 
This filter is built on top of the TBCBaseFilter class from DSPack This class is sufficient because 
the filter does not have a simple mapping between the media times on its input pins and its output 
pin times, so the derived classes in BaseClass.pas are not appropriate. 

5.1 Threading model 
The filter accepts input samples from any number of sub-graphs (there may be a limit in 
DirectShow but I have not found it yet). Two input samples at most will contribute to an output 
sample and each of these will be delivered to the filter on separate streaming threads. It delivers 
only one sample stream at its output. For this reason, it creates its own streaming thread on which 
to run its internal processing. This is not strictly necessary but frees up at least one input streaming 
thread which has some benefits on modern multi processor or multi cored machines.  It also makes 
the handling of samples a little simpler since the processing code does not need to know anything 
about its input’s threads, only that the sample has, or pair of samples have, arrived. 

The filter also uses a queued output pin which is built on the idea of a separate thread to de-couple 
the media processing from output sample delivery.  The output queue gives the filter a second 
internally generated thread.  The output queue thread is the only one the client code sees. 

In addition, the preferred Media Format for this filter is YUV since it gives the best quality for a 
given sample count. If the connection to the renderer is also at YUV then we cannot connect the 
queued output pin directly since a Renderer will only connect at YUV using its own Allocator and 
this will have only one sample, since it is a hardware buffer.  For this reason we also have a 
sample copying routine, implemented by TYUVInPin, at the output of the queued output pin when 
the Media Format is YUV. This is less than ideal but would happen in any case since a further filter 
would be needed to connect to the renderer.  

5.2 Loading the timeline 
The filter holds a list of clips referred to as the timeline.  This is implemented as a list in the filter 
class which holds pointers to dynamically allocated records.  The declaration for the record is: 
TMixerClipInfo = record // Info for holding clips 

    SourceIPin: IPin; // source of media for this clip 

    SourcePin: TBCBasePin; // Pin class used by this clip 

    StartTime: TReferenceTime; // Media start time 

    StopTime: TReferenceTime; // Media stop time 

    Effect: TMixerEffect; // An enumerated effect 

    Duration: TReferenceTime; // duration of the effect from clip start 

    absStartTime: TReferenceTime; // absolute start time of the clip 

    Orientation: TClipOrientation; 

    UserData: Pointer; // used to store a reference to User's Clips 

  end; 

  PMixerClipInfo = ^TMixerClipInfo; 

 

SourceIPin refers to the IPin interface on the input pin that accepts the stream for this clip.  
SourcePin is the pin class that implements the input pin for this clip. Start and Stop times are the 
times in the input file where the media replay starts and stops and are in units of MediaTime. 
MediaTime is an Int64 value in units of 100 nano seconds, the default for DirectShow. No facilities 
are provided for changing the time format of the filters so a Graph containing the filter should fail to 
set a time format other than MediaTime.  

Effects can occur at the start or end of a clip.  The notation in this filter is that the effect 
specification for the clip refers to the effect at the start of the clip and it applies to the clip and to the 



 

end of the previous clip if there is one.  To provide an effect at the end of the last clip, the timeline 
holds a dummy sample at its end location and this contains the specification of the last effect in the 
timeline.  This means that calls to the functions can legally access a zero based index equal to the 
sample count rather than count – 1.  The diagram below shows how a timeline is constructed and 
which clip the effects are defined in.  The last effect in this examples is defined by a dummy clip at 
an index of 4. 

 

Clip 0 
Clip 1 Clip 2 

Clip 3 
Duration

Dummy Clip 
 

 

 

 

Effect is an enumeration declared in the interface file for the filters.  It begins with meNone, which 
means there is no effect, and steps up through the list of effect types.   An enumeration less than 
256 items long would normally be represented in Delphi by a single byte whereas in Microsoft C++ 
for a PC, it would be represented by four bytes. For this reason, the default enumeration length for 
the filter enumerations is set to four bytes.  Duration is the length of the effect in MediaTime units. 

AbsStartTime is the start time of the clip with respect to the timeline.  This value is updated 
whenever the timings for clips and effects in the timeline change or a clip is added or removed. 

Orientation is an enumeration covering the four different types of orientation, normal, flipped 
(horizontal), flopped (vertical) and flipflop (both).  The enumeration is again set to four bytes for 
C++ compatibility. 

The final value is a Pointer to UserData.  The is used in the Delphi Component to link the clip in the 
filter timeline to the class that represents the sub-graph. It has no other function within the filter. 

The Pointer to the record is used to create the record and attach it to the List, and to dispose of the 
record when it is no longer needed.  

5.3 Control Interfaces 
There are three control interfaces for the video filter.  I think these are  C++ compatible but they 
may need the THandle property converting to a Long type.  They allow client code to control the 
filter and should all be accessed through an application’s main thread.  The interface functions all 
have an HResult return type which will be S_OK for success or E_FAIL or a DirectShow failure 
code if there was a problem. 

The filter is multi-threaded and communicates with client code through Windows Messages which 
allows thread synchronisation. The Message codes are listed at the top of the interface file.  (Note 
there are separate message codes for the audio filter). 

5.3.1 IRSVideoMixControl 
This interface is used to set up the filter.  It follows the normal DirectShow practice of setters and 
getters.  The Data callback provides a window handle to which callback messages are sent.  The 
callbacks contain data about the QueuedOutputPin’s Cache occupancy, Changes in timeline 
duration, OutputTime changes and Cue start and stop status.   

IFrameCallback is a static function pointer.  A static function is used instead of an object function 
pointer for C++ compatibility.   The static function provides a means to pass on the request for data 
about the nearest I-Frame to a required frame to a class function.  The identification of the class is 
passed to the filter by Setting its Owner property (as a Pointer for C++ compatibility). This feature 
used if the filter is handling media that is long-GoP compressed and speeds up the response when 
the filter time is being dragged quickly. 
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For rapid seeking through longGoP files, especially if they are variable bit-rate, client code needs 
to seek to the nearest I-Frame to a given time value. The sequence, however, contains many clips 
and sub-graphs, so it must ask the filter which one is current.  It does this using 
IRSVideoMixControl.QueryTime. The filter then finds the relevant clip and calls the IFrameCallback 
function passing a Pointer to the client code class (The Filter’s Owner), the IPin interface, the 
required media time in units relevant to the source file and a value stating whether it wants to seek 
upwards or downwards.  This call comes to the static IFrameCallback function and is re-routed to 
the class that controls the filter – the MediaSequence Component in this case.  This class knows 
which sub-graph belongs to which filter input pin and routes the call to an indexing facility on that 
sub-graph.  The nearest I-Frame value is passed back to the filter which calculates the 
corresponding timeline time and returns it to the seeking function.  The Graph can then seek to that 
time quickly since it corresponds to an I-Frame in the source sequence. 

The Owner property provides a Pointer to the Class responsible for managing the filter.  This value 
is passed in the IFrameCallback function which is static and re-routes the call to the class.  This 
allows several Media Sequences to be run in the same process. 

The SeekToKey parameter causes the filter to ask for the nearest I-Frame through its 
IFrameCallback function if it is true.  If it is false then the sought for value is returned in the call to 
QueryTime so the filter will seek to the precise frame.  This function is used to allow precise 
seeking when the scale of the media is such that the fact that it is seeking to I-Frames would be 
disturbing. 

QueryTime allows client code to ask the filter what the best frame to seek to is.  The behaviour of 
this call is described above.  If SeekToKey is true, the IFrameCallback and Owner properties are 
valid and there is an indexing facility connected, it returns the nearest IFrame in the upwards or 
downwards direction.  If SeekToKey is false or the other parameters are not valid, it returns the 
same value it was sent.   

5.3.2 IRSNoMediaBitmap 
This interface allows client code to load a bitmap to be displayed when the source media is not 
available.  The filter is told if media is not available by being passed an instruction to add a clip with 
a nil input pin.  Under these conditions, the filter creates a TMixerClipInfo record with a nil IPin 
entry.  When the worker thread finds a clip with a nil input pin it asks the NoMediaInputPin to 
provide a black frame with the bitmap included.  

The interface provides a means to set or get either a Delphi TBitmap or a windows Bitmap with a 
parameter to indicate which it is.  I have not done the code for the Windows Bitmap yet. 

5.3.3 IRSVideoMixerTimeline 
This interface provides functions for handling the filter’s timeline.  It has functions to PrePend, 
Append and Insert a clip into the timeline.  These contain the IPin on which the media will be 
delivered, the start and stop times with respect to the input media and a pointer which can be used 
to make a link back to client code, for instance to point to a class that represents the sub-clip. 

There are also functions for setting and getting clip times and effects which are indexed using a 
zero based index into the timeline clip set.  The Effects functions can be indexed using a zero 
referenced index into the timeline but the last effect of the timeline is indexed one beyond the last 
true clip index.  An invalid index causes the function to return VFW_E_NOT_FOUND. 

RemoveClip simply removes a clip. If the filter believes this was the last clip using the input pin it 
will remove the pin from its pin list. The function provides an out value to indicate that it has done 
this and client code should then destroy its reference to this pin, since it no longer exists. 

The Filter also needs to know the image aspect ratio and frame period for which there are set and 
get parameters.  The Aspect Ratio value is used for effects in which the aspect ratio matters, an 
example is the circle effect, and defaults to 16:9.  The FramePeriod value should strictly speaking 
be derived from the input source files but I have found the DirectShow interfaces for doing this to 



 

be a bit unreliable. I provide a parameter which defaults to 400,000  MediaTime units (40msec).   
This would need to be set if using a frame rate other than 25 frames per second.  Also it provides a 
means for playing files at a chosen frame rate. 

There are three functions for getting clip information.  GetClipdetails gets time and effect data for a 
clip, indexed by its clip index. GetClipData returns the UserPointer for a clip at a given clip index.  
GetClipIndicesAtTime is passed a media time value and returns the clip indices current at that 
time.  Both indices will be positive and different if there is an effect at the time otherwise Index1 will 
and Index2 will be the same.  If the function fails they will both be –1.  

GetPosition returns the current MediaTime at the output of the filter.  This should be used with care 
since it may be different from the Graph’s time depending upon the filters following the mixer. 

GetCurrentIndex returns the index of the first clip currently playing.  If there is an effect at the 
current position then the function returns the index of the first clip in the effect. 

SwapPins provides a means to ensure that files that appear more than once in the timeline and are 
therefore connected to different pins always alternate along the timeline.  This is to allow effects 
between sections of the same file.  The function can be called for each clip index   Client code 
must use this function to check and change the pin allocations for the clips whenever it adds or 
subtracts a clip from the timeline.  An example of how to do this can be found in the 
MediaSequence’s CheckAlternatingSamples function. 

These Interfaces  provide all of the functionality required to manage the timeline including applying 
changes to the timings, adding and removing effects and ensuring the combination of pins used to 
provide media is legal. 

5.4 List of video effects 
There are twenty built in video effects provided in the filter and shown in the graphic below.  Out 
and In and Cross-fade are self explanatory.  A Wipe is the boundary of the effect moving across 
the image and the position of the video remaining unchanged.  In a Slide, the new video slides into 
shot over the old video.  In a Roll, the new video slides in and the old video slides out. The Blinds 
and circle effects do not move the video.  The filter could be extended to use Plug-In effects 
implemented in dlls. 
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5.5 Source code 
The source code for the filters and the Delphi Component can be found at SourceForge.  The filter 
is built on a Delphi version of the Microsoft DirectShow base classes called DSPack4.  This code 
needs some small modifications to be able to compile the code.  Installation instructions and a list 
of the modifications are given in Appendices 3 and 4. 

5.6 Pin Connection 

5.6.1 First input connection 
The following code walkthrough details mainly what is in the overriden baseclass functions. If you 
want to know what happens in the BaseClasses then you can trace the code through, but you will 
need an awful lot of patience. 

The entire filter has only one Media Format which is agreed when the first pin connects to an 
upstream filter and the mixer output is rendered.  For this reason, the first clip added to the timeline 
must be one for which media is available.   

The normal process is followed with the baseclass TBCBasePin receiving a connection on 
TBCBasePin.ReceiveConnection with a proposed media type, so start tracing from here. The first 
overriden function is TVideoInPin.CheckMediaType which simply checks the filter’s media type list.   

The next overriden function is SetMediaType which examines the media type to find out what type 
of header it has.  The header is then examined to extract some parameters used when the 
samples are processed.  These are the Colour mode, the sample block width, a Scaling parameter 
used to work out the end of the input line for sample copying, and the number of bytes per line.  I 
also calculate the width and line counts for the samples and set up the NoMediaPin format. 

The next overriden call is TVideoInPin.CompleteConnect which increases or decreases the input 
pin count to ensure we always have one and only one free input pin for new connections.  This 
process happens in a function called TRSVideoMixer.CheckFreePins.  I could find no examples of 
the recommended way to create and destroy input pins dynamically and the only way I could 
manage the destruction was to modify the baseclass TBCBasePin to provide a property for its 
reference count. A new pin is created in a call to TRSVideoMixer.AddNewInputPin where it is also 
added to the pin list in TRSVideoMixer.InsertPinIntoList.  

The next call is from the Graph and asks the Input Pin for its Allocator requirements which at this 
point returns VFW_E_NOT_CONNECTED since the output pin has not yet been connected. The 
Graph then calls the base pin’s GetAllocator which is not overriden in this filter and returns a locally 
created allocator.   

Once an input connection has been made, the Delphi Component connects the filter to its 
renderer. 

5.6.2 Output Pin connection 
The request to connect an output pin comes in on TBCBasePin.Connect.  This call comes in with a 
nil MediaType and progresses to the call to AgreeMediaType.  This function passes through the 
baseclass functions and arrives at the first overriden function which is VerifyMyMediaTypes.  This 
function first checks the major type is video and then sets the starting point of an iterator 
depending upon whether we have FAllowYUV set.  If it is not set then the iterator does not 
examine its first value which is the Guid for YUV (MEDIASUBTYPE_YUY2).  If a format is in the 
filter’s acceptable formats list located in GetSubTypeGuid then the connection routine passes to 
the next overriden function TVideoOutPin.CheckMediaType.  

This function first prevents changes to the media type if the filter is not stopped.  This is to prevent 
changes from an RGB to a YUV format when the renderer is an old one.  This behaviour is 

4 http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/dspack 

http://www.sourceforge.net/
http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/dspack
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prevented because the documentation says that it can change back to RGB if the renderer has 
difficulty with its resources.  The routine then checks with the filter to see that the type is 
acceptable (this is a repeated check since the routine can be called from other routes). It then 
checks that any other connected upstream filters are happy with the format.   

Following this routine we get into our next overriden function, TVideoOutPin.CompleteConnect.  
This routine behaves differently depending upon what pins are already connected. For a first 
connection it gets the input pin’s Allocator requirements and then sets the Queued Output Pin 
Allocator properties if it is not the same as the output Allocator, meaning the YUVOutPin is active.  
It also sets the NoMediaPin allocators at the same time.   On subsequent connections it verifies 
that the format is the same as all connected input pins and if not, forces them to re-connect at  the 
new format. 

5.6.3 Subsequent Input Pin connections 
These come in on TBCBasePin.ReceiveConnection as for the first connection and the only 
difference now is that the media type negotiation progresses until it is the same as that already 
agreed for the filter. 

5.7 Input Pins 
Video decoding filters deliver their output samples one frame at a time.  The frames are wrapped in 
an IMediaSample interface which provides the application with some information about the sample 
but mainly serves to regulate the delivery of samples. Samples come from an Allocator that has a 
configurable number of samples and for most video decoding filters, that number is one.  

The function of the input pins is to accept input samples from an upstream filter and hold them in a 
list until the processing thread is able to accept them.  Even though I just said most video filters 
have only a one-sample Allocator, I used a list to be able to cope with any that can deliver more 
samples and to be able to use the same code for the audio filter, which normally uses eight-sample 
Allocators. 

The pin must be able to deliver a sample to the filter’s processing thread but it must also be able to 
accept a sample being passed back if the processing thread found that another sample, in an 
effect for instance, had not arrived yet.  In addition, the pin must also be able to release all its 
stored samples when the input pin receives a BeginFlush call indicating that the input pin has been 
instructed to seek to a different source position. 

Finally, the input pin must be able to provide the starting time value of its oldest stored sample so 
that the processing thread can detect whether its time is correct and issue a seeking call if it is not. 

The functions that do these are: 

5.7.1 Receive  
This checks with the base class code that the filter state is acceptable and if so, it accepts the 
incoming sample and adds it to its sample list.  The addition is done in CacheSample by creating a 
sampleParams record, one of the properties of which is an IMediaSample and adding it to a TList 
class.  The compiler does its smart pointer AddRef on the sample which prevents DirectShow from 
offering it to the upstream filter until the Record is Disposed of, even though the input 
IMediaSample goes out of scope at the end of Receive.  This locks the upstream filter if there are 
no more samples available, regulating the distribution of cpu cycles. 

This code can be called simultaneously by different input pins, and for real in a multi-processor or 
multi-cored machine.  It can also be called by different filters if there are more than one per 
process so it has to be locked.  FStreamLock is provided for this purpose. 

Once the call has been successfully processed, it calls the filter’s NotifyThread function which 
releases the semaphore that the Worker Thread will normally wait for.  This is why the pin needs to 
be able to re-cache a sample since there is no provision for notifying the processing thread when 
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two threads have delivered their sample. The best it can do is attempt to pull both samples and 
check they are both there. 

5.7.2 DeliverCachedSample 
This delivers the oldest sample in the list along with an S_OK result or a nil sample and an E_FAIL 
result if there is no sample waiting.  The function is locked using FStreamLock preventing a new 
sample being added to the list while it is being interrogated by the Worker Thread. 

5.7.3 ReCacheSample 
This accepts a sample back from the Worker Thread if another sample for an effect was not found 
to have arrived yet. This is also locked using FStreamLock. 

5.7.4 ReleaseCachedSamples 
This releases all of the samples in the sample list, Disposing of all of the sampleParams records 
pointed to by the sample list.  This allows the associated IMediaSamples to be made available to 
upstream filters, thereby releasing their processing locks.  This behaviour is required when the filter 
seeks and when it is stopped, but for seeking it is only done for the pins that need to be re-
positioned. The process is locked using FStreamLock to prevent new samples being added to the 
list while it is being cleared by a seek command from the Worker Thread.  The Application Thread 
is used to seek the filter graph but since each seek will only require at most two of the sub-graphs 
to be re-positioned, the seeking is done by the Worker Thread which has access to the clip list and 
therefore knows which input pins need to be re-positioned. 

5.7.5 GetSampleStart 
This provides the start time of the oldest available sample in terms of its file time, not the filter 
output’s time. It also provides a boolean success code which is false if there is no sample waiting. 

5.7.6 BeginFlush, EndFlush and NewSegment 
These three calls are issued by the upstream filter when it begins and completes a position 
change.  Because the pin operates in isolation, these calls are not propagated to the down stream 
filters but simply clear the sample list and make a record of the starting time of the newly arrived 
sample.  The record is used to deliver the current sample time. 

5.7.7 EndOfStream 
This call is issued by upstream filters when their media has reached its end.  This is not 
propagated to down stream filters since a source’s end point will most often not be the end point of 
the sequence of which it is a part.  Nevertheless, the call must be correctly handled with respect to 
the upstream filters and the pin’s EndOfStream flag cleared when it is stopped or has its position 
changed.  In principle, the input clip’s Start and Stop times are checked to be within a reachable 
value when a clip is loaded or has its times set, so the condition that a clip in the timeline needs to 
step beyond its end should not happen.  However, some decoder filters may have some problems 
in reaching the last few frames of a sequence so problems can occur if client code does not 
prevent it.  I did not include prevention measures in this filter.   

The remaining pin code is involved with setting up connections and agreeing media types.  This is 
all standard stuff except for the fact that the filter sets its current time format once it has accepted 
the first connection and from that point until the timeline is cleared, you can only use the same 
format.  
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5.8 No Media Input Pin 
This provides two samples containing a bitmap centred in black video for use when no media is 
available.  The bitmap is provided to the filter through its IRSNoMediaBitmap interface.  There are 
two samples to allow effects between two clips for which there is no media.  It also provides a 
black sample which is used for the fade out and in effect which is actually a cross-fade to the black 
sample and a cross-fade from black to the next media.  This allows a simplification of the effect 
processing code since it avoids having one effect that has three images whereas all others have 
two. 

The functions for re-caching samples, ReCacheSample and ReCacheBlacksample, are interesting 
in that you can give them any sample you like and they will only succeed in re-caching the sample 
they originally supplied.  If the sample has been re-cached the function returns S_OK and the 
sample is set to nil.  This simplifies the WorkerThread code.  

5.9 Filter Code 

5.9.1 Worker Thread 
This is a thread that is created when the filter is created and runs until it stops.  The thread process 
is called WorkerThreadProc and it is a class function.  This makes it a bit tricky to set up since the 
Windows code for creating a thread requires a global pointer for the thread proc.  I achieve this by 
delivering the address of the class in which the function exists as a parameter in the Windows 
CreateThread call.  Windows then calls my global function InitialThreadProcWorker with this value 
as a parameter.  The global function casts this parameter as a TVideoMixer class and delivers the 
address of the class function back to windows in a DWORD pointer.  For some reason not 
explained in the DirectShow documentation we also need to call CoInitializeEx in hOle.dll with a 
parameter of COINIT_DISABLE_OLE1DDE which I think is disabling the DDE part of Ole, the 
great grandparent of Com!  

The procedure is a while loop that can only be escaped by setting FTerminate to true in the filter’s 
Destroy procedure.  It is a private function in the Video Filter class.  The loop does not run 
continuously though since it has a WaitForSingleObject call at its end that waits for a semaphore 
with an infinite wait time.   

The idea is that the semaphore is released whenever something happens that means there is data 
to be handled.  The obvious place for this call is in the Receive functions of the input pins but calls 
are also required in the destructor to allow the thread to exit;  when a sample is put back onto the 
sample list since a new sample may have been missed since the thread was last released; and in 
the seeking function.  The Semaphore is created with a maximum count of 10.  

The function first waits for any outstanding seek to complete since it will check the media time of 
samples which would possibly get changed if a seek completed while a sample was being 
processed.  If we do not wait here, we get out of place samples slipping into the sequence.  Once 
we know we do not have a seek in process, we ask the Output Queue’s Allocator for a new 
sample.  This call will block frequently as might be expected but, since we’re in a different thread, 
we cannot simply wait. We have to be locked and, if a seek starts while we’re locked, we have a 
thread lock since our Begin and EndFlush calls will wait for the lock to be released.   

To overcome this, I do not wait for the call to complete successfully but use a AM_GBF_NOWAIT 
parameter.  This means that the call can return with a VFW_E_TIMEOUT result meaning there 
was no sample there.  If this happens, I come out of my Lock and put the thread to sleep for 10 
milliseconds by calling Sleep.  I then try again until the process succeeds.  To prevent a lock up in 
this loop when the filter is stopped, I detect the state of the QueueAllocator and if it is nil, meaning 
the filter is stopped,  I exit the loop. 

If I come out of the loop with a new output sample then I need to look for input samples to fill it 
with. The first process is to check that any samples waiting have the correct times for the current 
internal filter time.  This is done in CheckSampleCues.  This function runs through the clip list and 
checks the associated pin’s position by calling CuePin.  If the pin is current and its sample time is 
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correct the function returns true and we attempt to cue the following clip’s pin.  If this pin’s time is 
also correct, meaning it is part of an effect, or if it is not current, then we exit the function with a 
true result.  If any current pins are not correctly cued we re-cue the pin to its correct time by calling 
ReCueSource and exit the function with a false result .    

Once we have correctly cued samples we get the current samples in GetCurrentInputSamples.  
This function has access to the filter’s clip list and returns the first and second samples and their 
pins.  It also returns the effect values, types and orientations from the timeline since they are 
required to fill out the new sample.  The boolean result of this function indicates whether it has 
found all the samples it expected, either from the input pins or from the NoMediaInputPin.  If it has 
not found them all, which can happen if a sub-graph has called NewSegment but has not yet 
delivered its sample, it re-caches the samples and returns false. 

If the function succeeds then we process our samples.  The first operation is to copy our file 
headers from our input sample into the new sample to set its media format.  I then combine the 
input samples according to the effect type – this is described in the following section.  Once I have 
my new sample, I copy the new output time into it in InsertSampleTimes.  This is the only function 
that knows about the sequence time position and length so it also returns an EndOfStream 
notification when the end of the composition has been reached. 

Our output sample is then delivered to the output queue and, if it is also the end of stream, I set the 
filter’s end of stream flag and pass the notification on to the queued output pin.  Finally, I re-cache 
my No Media samples if any and as a precaution, I also check that none of my input Pins are at the 
end of their streams by calling CheckStoppedPins, which sets them to their start if they are at their 
end. 

5.9.2 Sample Processing 
Sample processing is initiated by a Call to Copy in the filter’s Worker Thread procedure.  This call 
passes the effect value describing how far through the effect we are, the effect type and 
orientations and the first, last and output sample.  Copy first checks that the first source frame and 
the output frame are not nil and that the output frame is big enough to hold the input frames data. 

The first sample of the first and output frame as well as the second frame if it exists are found by 
calling GetSample on the samples. If source frame 2 is nil then we do not have an effect so I call 
the overridden Copy function that copies the sample into the output sample.  If source frame 2 is 
not nil then we have an effect. 

The effect specification held in the filter’s timeline is of type TMixerEffect, which is an enumeration 
that includes separate values for each effect.  These need to be compacted to feed the effect 
functions and this compaction is done in ApplyEffect. 

Before either of these actions is taken I set the orientation of the samples since the value required 
by the effects functions needs to have its vertical value inverted if the input video is vertically 
flipped as happens for the BitmapInfoHeader2 type - when the output is not YUV.  (In other words, 
RGB Format is upside down if it has a BitmapInfoHeader2). 

ApplyEffect does a mapping from the TMixerEffect to the function calls in the Effects Unit by setting 
the EffectIsStartToEnd bit.  This halves the number of function calls required since the direction 
requires modification of the cut point, leaving sample processing unchanged. 

5.9.3 Effects processing 
In preparation for providing plug-in effects, these are implemented in a separate unit called 
EffectsUnit. This approach ensures there are no dependencies and helps identify what parameters 
are required to add the plug-ins. (Delphi does not have a friend class concept but any classes in 
the same file can see each other’s values and methods, even the private ones). 

The routine has two global parameters Diagonal and AspectRatio which are used for the circle 
effect.  The remaining parameters are delivered in the function calls. They are the same for all 
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effects functions and their types are C++ compatible, which makes for a relatively language 
independent interface for the plug-in calls implemented in dlls. 

Each function type has a separate call and there is a LongBool value called EffectIsStartToEnd 
which defines the direction of the effect. The calls also include vertical and horizontal orientations 
for the media since a function that addresses each value in turn can also be used to flip, flop or 
flipflop the sample at the same time, saving processing cycles. 

The functions are fairly straight forward being largely pointer arithmetic although there are a few 
issues that have to be watched very carefully.  The pointer arithmetic must not address invalid 
locations so care is required in calculating offsets for the different orientations and for the effects 
that include physical displacement.   

5.10 Queued output pin 
This class contains a Delphi copy of the Microsoft OutputQ base class which is not provided in the 
DSPack file set.  Having coded this one I think I can see why.  The class creates an instance of the 
OutputQueue when it is set to Active and Frees it when it is set to inactive. The OutputQueue 
creates a worker thread that manages a list of media samples.  The code translation was a little 
tricky since the Microsoft class takes some shortcuts for signalling the existence of ‘Special 
Samples’.   

In the Microsoft code these special samples are not actually samples at all but integers that signal 
End Of Stream and New Segment events and for batched sets of samples there are also Reset 
Packet and Send Packet notifications.  These are passed instead of an IMediaSample into the 
sample list that feeds the OutputQueue’s thread Proc.  This works for C++ since the programmer is 
charged with the responsibility of calling AddRef and Release on the samples and the integer 
values used to represent the samples are unlikely to occur as a Pointer to an IMediaSample.  

For Delphi though, the built in smart pointer attempts to increment and decrement the reference 
count of the integer whenever it comes into and goes out of scope, which is not good since an 
integer hasn’t got a reference count.  The solution was to create real IMediaSamples to represent 
these special samples and this is what I have done in my Delphi version. Among other things, this 
explains why the smart pointer class is not used in any of the Microsoft filter examples since it 
would prevent this short cut, and any filter that used this class, from working. 

I also created a thread safe list to implement the storage of IMediaSamples with functions that 
matched those used in the Microsoft OutputQueue.  This is called TBCSampleList.  The functions 
that are used are GetCount which returns the number of items in the list, AddTail which adds an 
item to the end of the list and RemoveHead which removes an item from the start of the list. Each 
of the calls to the list are locked since the processing thread will add items to the list and the 
OutputQueue’s worker thread will remove them.  The length of the queue is set when the list is 
created and defaults to 25. 

There is a possibility of a thread lock when using this class since its allocator is bounded and 
getting a sample from the Allocator will lock until the output queue releases one.   This will normally 
happen when you are attempting to stop the filter.  This is the reason for passing the 
AM_GBF_NOWAIT parameter in the GetBuffer call in the filter’s WorkerThreadProc. 

When the OutputQueue is created we have a decision about which allocator to use.  If we are 
delivering at YUV we can only have a single buffer allocator so we need to create a separate 
allocator in the output pin.  If we are delivering at an RGB format where we do not need to invert 
samples or pad line lengths, we can have a multi-buffer Allocator and we do not need to create a 
separate one in the output pin.  

5.11 Implementation of seeking 
This filter does not have a one to one relationship between its input and output sample times so 
Seeking requires a custom version of the PosPassThru class.  This is based on TBCPosPassThru 
in BaseClass.pas and implements seeking on different filter input pins.  The class is called 
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TRSPosPassThru and is located in the VideoMixer file. The additional features of the class are 
SetPin, SourceClipDuration, GetMediaTime, InternalSetPositions and SetPositions. 

SetPin sets which input IPin the seek command needs to be directed towards and checks whether 
the pin belongs to the filter.  

SourceClipDuration takes an IPin as a parameter and queries the sub-graph connected to that IPin 
for its file duration by calling GetDuration on its IMediaSeeking interface.  This routine is used for 
checking the times when a clip is added to the filter or has its times modified.  If the times are 
outside the file duration the functions will fail with a VFW_E_FILE_TOO_SHORT result. 

GetMediaTime is part of the base class and returns an accurate value for the filter’s current output 
sample start time and end time.  This function does not appear to be called by the filter and cannot 
be called by the Graph since it is not part of an interface.  

InternalSetPositions issues the seeking commands generated by the filter’s Worker Thread.  It is 
passed a pin class so the first thing it needs to do is to query the class for its IPin interface. It then 
gets the IMediaSeeking interface from that pin and calls SetPositions on it using the passed in start 
time, a maximum stop time and the appropriate flags. 

SetPositions is called by client code when the user wants to change the position of the graph.  The 
function first does some checking of the passed in parameters to check that the times are feasible 
and the filter is not already set to the required time. It also checks the flags and exits if they cannot 
be honoured.  It rounds the required time to a multiple of the filter’s frame duration and, if it needs 
to seek it calls DeliverBeginFlush on the down stream filters, Sets the new internal position 
including resetting the stream time to zero and clears the End Of Stream flag. It then calls 
EndFlush on the down stream filters. 

I then put this thread to sleep before calling NotifyThread.  The problem here is that we cannot 
ensure that a seek was not in progress when the call to SetPositions was made so if we do not 
wait for a seek to end we can get spurious samples inserted into the output queue.  I have used an 
event when I call DeliverBeginFlush which is cleared during DeliverEndFlush.  I had hoped that 
waiting for this event in the WorkerThreadProc would prevent the problem but it does not so a 
sleep is the only way I’ve found that works.  A Sleep in Delphi releases the current thread allowing 
Windows to move to another thread so it is not so bad in a multi-threaded application. The function 
finally returns the appropriate values for pCurrent and pStop  to the client code. 

The class also implements the remaining IMediaSeeking and IMediaPosition interfaces by directing 
them to whichever input pin was last accessed. 

5.12 Client Code callbacks 
Windows Messages are used for callbacks to client code from the filter, since they can be picked 
up in another thread by monitoring a Windows message queue.  These messages are used for 
returning the occupancy of the OutputQueue’s sample queue, the Duration of the media sequence 
after changing the parameters of the timeline, the output time of the filter when it delivers a sample 
on its output pin and the status of a Cue operation when the filter is set to a new time.  Each of 
these messages has its own message ID listed at the top of the Mixer Interface file. 

The message packages the information into the wParam and lParam parameters of the message 
using the following formats: 

Cache Message: wParam = 0, lParam = Cache occupancy in frames as an integer. 

Duration Message: wParam = top 32 bits, lParam = bottom 32 bits in MediaTime units. 

OutputTime Message: as for Duration Message and in MediaTime units. 

CueJob Message: wParam = 1 for seek started and 0 for seek ended, LParam = 0.   

 

These values can be used by client code to display the cache occupancy of the filter to show if the 
machine is having difficulty keeping up, the duration of the timeline and its current output time.  The 



 

Cue Job is a little more important and is used by the Delphi Component to prevent a new seek 
starting before the last seek has completed.  This is important because seeking is done by the 
WorkerThread so it is possible for the Graph to be sought many times while a single seek is in 
progress.  This does not cause the Graph a problem but simply means that the output frame will 
not be updated which gives a poor user experience.  The Delphi Component monitors this value 
and will only issue a seek command when the filters (both video and audio) in the graph are not 
already seeking. 

6 The audio editing filter 
This filter has the same threading model as the video filter except that it does not use an output 
queue.  The handling of audio samples in DirectShow differs from video and is based on audio 
blocks.  These blocks have their length set by the filters that access the file and by the file type.  
They may also contain a mon or a multiplexed stereo stream.   

The filters I have used access a wav file and deliver audio samples to the audio mixer via a 
WaveParser filter.  This filter provides an Allocator with eight buffers so there is a real need for a 
queued input pin in this filter.  The maximum number of buffers held in the filter is normally three, 
however, so I guess that the remaining five are probably queued in the audio renderer.  In any 
case, having three buffers available offers the ability to span around three quarters of a second of 
audio, which may offer the ability to provide scrub-play of audio too.  I have not attempted to do 
this. 

The audio filter has a smaller set of effects than the video filter, amounting to ‘no filtering’ which is 
in fact a fade out and in over a short period that defaults to the frame period of the video filter, a 
Cross-fade and a fade out and in.  I decided to use a fade out and in for the no filtering option to 
avoid popping at butt joints. 

The audio filter includes variation of the audio levels throughout a clip. This feature offers separate 
level settings for left and right audio and can be set at intervals of the same default time used for 
the fade out and in duration. The end of the clip will always retain its fade out effect. 
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An arrangement of clip levels is shown in the diagram.  A simple clip will have the levels at the start 
and the end set to zero and the levels of the second and penultimate levels will be set to a unity 
gain value of 1000 in Hexadecimal. Levels can be added or modified and, provide they are not the 
first, second, penultimate or final levels they can be removed.  In the diagram, levels 2 to 6 have 
been added and level 7 has been changed to a lower value.  If there are two successive levels of 
different values then the audio level is changed progressively as the sample is played.  The 
interface to this feature is provided in the IRSAudioMixerTimeline interface and includes functions 
for iterating through the levels in a clip, which can be used to display levels as well as to find, 
create, change or destroy them in a graphical timeline. 

6.1 Media Formats 
As in the Video filter, the media type for the filter is agreed when the first source filter and the mixer 
output have been connected and thereafter, only pins offering the same media type will be 
connected. The Media Format sub-type is either MEDIASUBTYPE_PCM or 
MEDIASUBTYPE_PCMAudio_Obsolete and the number of samples per second, the number of 
bytes per sample and the number of audio streams are set by the contents of the audio file.  
Options for the number of bytes per sample are 8 and 16 bits.  The code has been tested for mono 
and stereo streams and should work for multi-channel audio but has not been tested. 
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6.2 Loading the timeline 
The timeline holds media clips in a list held in the audio filter class.  The individual clip details are 
held in a dynamically created record called TMixerClipInfo 
TMixerClipInfo = record          // Info for holding clips 

    SourceIPin: IPin;              // source of media for this clip 

    SourcePin: TBCBasePin;         // Pin class used by this clip 

    StartTime: TReferenceTime;     // Media start time 

    StopTime: TReferenceTime;      // Media stop time 

    Effect: TAudioMixerEffect;     // An enumerated effect 

    Duration: TReferenceTime;      // duration of the effect from clip start 

    absStartTime: TReferenceTime;  // absolute start time of the clip 

    UserData: Pointer;             // used to store a reference to User's Clips 

    LevelList: TList;              // a list for holding amplitude levels 

  end; 

  PMixerClipInfo = ^TMixerClipInfo; 

SourceIPin refers to the IPin interface on the input pin that accepts the stream for this clip.  
SourcePin is the pin class that implements the input pin for this clip. Start and Stop times are the 
times in the input file where the media replay starts and stops and are in units of MediaTime. 
MediaTime is an Int64 value in units of 100 nano seconds, the default for DirectShow. No provision 
is made for changing the time format of the filter and a graph containing it should fail if asked to 
use a time format other than MediaTime. 

Effect is a small enumeration including meaNone, meaFadeOutAndIn, meaCrossFade.  There are 
two other parameters meaClipGain and meaLevelSet which are not currently used but are 
intended eventually to set the overall clip gain and perhaps help with setting of levels. 

Duration defines the length of the effect.  The same rule is used to linking effects to clips in that 
each clip’s effect refers to the effect at its start and is also applied to the end of the previous clip if 
there was one.  The final clip is again held in a dummy last sample. 

The implementation of the effects uses the level settings for the second and penultimate levels and 
is constrained by the filter to be the same on both clips involved in the effect when it is set.  The 
timings can then be modified using the clip level setting routines to allow say a fast fade out and a 
slow fade in.  The diagram shows an example of the setting of effects and modification of levels 
within a clip. 
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AbsStartTime is the start time of the sample in the timeline and UserData can be used by client 
code for instance to link the clip to the client code class that represents the sub-graph providing 
input streams.  

The Level List is used to store the list of levels for each clip, this is loaded with four levels when the 
structure is created and can have new levels added and removed provided they are not one of the 
four initial levels.  Each level includes values for the right and left channels so the assumption is 
that the source is stereo.  This means that if a level is set for one channel, then a level is also 
added for the other.  Client code has the responsibility for making this behave sensibly.   
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6.3 Control Interfaces 
Two control interfaces are provided on the audio mixer filter, one for controlling the filter and the 
other for setting up the timeline and its effects and levels. 

6.3.1 IRSAudioMixControl 
This interface provides a means for setting a window handle to receive the data callbacks from the 
audio filter.  The callbacks contain information about Duration changes when a clip or effect is 
changed, output time feedback when a sample is delivered and the status of a cue operation.  The 
output time feedback is interesting because it runs about a second ahead of the video output 
indicating that the audio renderer is storing four media samples.  This value is useful for 
diagnostics but will not be meaningful for application users. 

Also provided is a means to set the default time for the start and end fades of a clip.  This value 
defaults to 400,000 MediaTime units or a frame period. I appreciate this must be deeply offensive 
to an audiophile so if anyone can give me a good reason to change it I will.  

The final control interface sets and gets a property called NoSeek.  This forces the filter to deliver a 
quiet sample instead of an audio sample that would be played at normal speed but may be at a 
radically wrong position.  This improves the user experience when the timeline time is dragged 
quickly. 

It would be interesting to find a way to implement true dragging of audio such that the pitch varied 
with the speed of dragging.  Maybe this is a good next piece of work? 

6.3.2 IRSVideoMixerTimeline 
This provides the same functions as does the video mixer filter up to and including SwapPins.  The 
audio mixer does not need to know the Aspect ratio and frame period so these functions are 
absent.  GetPosition again returns the time value for the sample just delivered to the output pin and 
will be about a second ahead of the video when the filter is running. GetCurrentIndex, 
GetClipDetails and GetClipData return the same data as for the video filter except the type for the 
effect is a TAudioMixerEffect. 

The remaining functions are for adding and removing levels and getting and setting their values.  
The function for adding and removing levels returns the index at which the level has been added or 
removed.  These values are provided to allow client code to keep track of the levels, for displaying 
them in a graphical timeline for instance,  without constantly calling the filter. There is also an 
enumerator for the levels within a clip.  ResetEnumLevels sets the enumerator back to its first 
value and sets the ClipIndex.  Calling Next Level will then return the left and right level values for 
each level up to the final level. The result of this call is S_OK if there is a new level delivered and 
E_FAIL once it has reached the end of the level list.  This function can be used for loading a 
graphical timeline with the values of levels for display without constantly calling the mixer. 

6.4 Pin Connection 
The pin connection process follows the standard method and the media format of the filter is set 
once the first pin with media has been connected and the mixer filter’s output pin has been 
rendered.  Given that the filter needs a Media Format to be able to determine the parameters of the 
sample, the first media to be connected must have a valid sub-graph and therefore must exist. 

The audio filter has only two  acceptable media formats which are contained in 
TRSAudioMixer.CreateMyMediaTypes.  The major type is MediaType_Audio and the minor 
formats are either MEDIASUBTYPE_PCM or MEDIASUBTYPE_PCMAudio_Obsolete, the latter 
being a legacy format.  When testing a format in TRSAudioMixer.VerifyMyMediaTypes it appears 
to be necessary to test that the formattype property is FORMAT_WaveFormatEx as well 

Allocator assignment aims to get the input allocators from the upstream filters and the output 
allocator from the down stream filter.   We cannot change the input allocator size for a wav file 
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since it is determined by the file contents so the down stream filter has to accept whatever we 
Notify to it.  The output allocator has only one buffer.  These parameters are set up in 
TAudioOutpPin.CompleteConnect.  Note that the value inPin in this function is the input pin of the 
downstream filter not an input pin of the mixer filter. 

Finally we set up the parameters of the No Media Input Pin’s Allocator to have the same sample 
size but with two buffers since we need a maximum of two to process an effect across two no 
media clips. 

6.5 No Media Input Pin 
This code is very similar to the video input pin except it provides only a pair of silent samples.  
These are used for representing clips for which no media exists or during the NoSeek mode.  
There is no need for additional samples for fade out and in since these are provided using the 
levels system. 

The function for re-caching samples, ReCacheSample, is interesting in that you can give it any 
sample you like and it will only succeed in re-caching a sample it originally supplied.  If the sample 
has been re-cached the function returns S_OK and the sample is set to nil.  This simplifies the 
WorkerThread code. 

6.6 WorkerThread procedure 
This is similar to the video filter and consists of a while loop and a WaitForSingleObject call to 
pause the thread when there is nothing to do. The Thread can only be exited by Setting 
FTerminate to true and Notifying its semaphore.  We do not check whether we have a seek in 
progress.  We have the same process for getting an output sample from the  output allocator in 
that we do not wait for the function to succeed.  The only way to exit this part of the loop is either to 
get a sample or for the output allocator to be set to nil, meaning the filter is stopped. The code 
breaks out of its lock and sleeps if it has not got a sample to avoid thread locks during seek 
commands. 

The next process is CheckSampleCues which differs from the audio in that the start time need not 
be a multiple of the block length and will generally not be.  The block length is of the order of a 
quarter of a second whereas the clip times can be set at any point including video frame 
boundaries.  The GetSampleStart function in CheckSampleCues calculates an offset to ensure that 
the start time is worked out exactly.  This function will fail for the first sample in a sequence if it 
starts at the file origin so we check that we do not have a negative value for the sample start time.  
This process works for a wav file but may not work exactly when the filter is fed from a 
decompressed audio file.  

If FNoSeek is false we get our one or two samples in GetCurrentInputSamples which behaves 
exactly as in the video filter except that it does not contain the effects values since these are held 
in the media clip’s level list.  Only two samples are needed during effects since the source files can 
seek to any time position rather than just multiples of a block length.  If this function succeeds we 
call DoSample.  This copies the header from the first sample into the output sample and does the 
mixing of samples into the output sample as described in the following section,  It then inserts the 
output media time.  If the output has reached its end time we also get an end of stream notification 
which is passed on to the down stream filters. 

If FNoSeek is true then we pull a no media sample from the no media input pin and set the second 
sample and the pin and clip parameters to nil before calling DoSample.  This gives the filter a quiet 
sample with the correct media time to keep it happy. 

6.7 SampleProcessing 
The sample processing code is fairly compact and takes place entirely in TRSAudioMixer.Copy 
which is called from the filter’s WorkerThreadProc.  The call contains all the time varying values 
required including the first and second clip data structures from which the function calculates the 
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level to be applied to each sample, and the FirstBlock, SecondBlock and OutputBlock 
IMediaSamples. 

The FirstBlock and OutputBlock will always be non nil.  At the start of the first clip, FirstBlock will be 
a no media sample and at the end of the last clip SecondBlock will also be a no media sample. 

The code in this routine needs to be relatively efficient since it is called 12,000 times for each audio 
sample (assuming stereo at 16 bits per sample). 

The level list could potentially have several levels within a single audio clip, although it is a bit 
unlikely.  Nevertheless the routine calculates the first and second levels for each sample time on 
an adaptive basis meaning that it stores the point at which it needs to return to the get levels 
routines to avoid calling them when not necessary.  The right and left samples from each of the two 
input streams are then scaled by the appropriate values and added to make the output sample.  
The intermediate sums are calculated at a higher bit depth than necessary and some draconian 
clipping is applied.  This is necessary for audio since going modulo would sound awful and the 
level value can be very large, making clipping very likely.  

6.8 Implementation of Seeking. 
This filter does not have a one to one relationship between its input and output sample times so 
Seeking requires a custom version of the PosPassThru class.  This is based on TBCPosPassThru 
in BaseClass.pas and implements seeking on different filter input pins.  The class is called 
TRSPosPassThru and is located in the AudioMixer file. The additional features of the class are 
SetPin, SourceClipDuration, GetMediaTime InternalSetPositions and SetPositions. 

SetPin sets which input IPin the seek command needs to be directed towards and checks whether 
the pin belongs to the filter.  

SourceClipDuration takes an IPin as a parameter and queries the sub-graph connected to that IPin 
for its file duration by calling GetDuration on its IMediaSeeking interface.  This routine is used for 
checking the times when a clip is added to the filter or has its times modified.  If the times are 
outside the file duration the functions will fail with a VFW_E_FILE_TOO_SHORT result. 

GetMediaTime is part of the BaseClass and returns an accurate value for the filter’s current output 
sample start time and end time.  This function does not appear to be called by the filter and cannot 
be called by the Graph since it is not part of an interface.  

InternalSetPositions issues the seeking commands generated by the filter’s Worker Thread.  It is 
passed a pin class so the first thing it needs to do is to query the class for its IPin interface. It then 
gets the IMediaSeeking interface from that pin and calls SetPositions on it using the passed in start 
time, a maximum stop time and the appropriate flags. 

SetPositions is called by client code when the user wants to change the position of the graph.  The 
function first does some checking of the passed in parameters to check that the times are feasible 
and the filter is not already set to the required time. It also checks the flags and exits if they cannot 
be honoured.  It rounds the required time to a multiple of the filter’s Time Interval and, if it needs to 
seek it calls BeginFlush on the down stream filters, Sets the new internal position including 
resetting the stream time to zero and calls EndFlush on the down stream filters.  It then clears the 
End Of Stream flag. 

I then put this thread to sleep before calling NotifyThread in the same way as in the video filter.  I’m 
not sure this is really necessary in the audio filter but I believe that an audio graph will discard 
audio samples if it is delivered wrongly timed samples so it is safest to call sleep. The function 
finally returns the appropriate values for pCurrent and pStop  to the client code. 

The class also implements IMediaSeeking and IMediaPosition interfaces by directing them to 
whichever input pin was last accessed. 
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6.9 Client Code callbacks 
Windows Messages are used for callbacks to client code from the filter, since they can be picked 
up in another thread by monitoring a Windows message queue.  These messages are used for 
returning the Duration of the audio media sequence after changing the parameters of the timeline, 
the output time of the filter when it delivers a sample on its output pin and the status of a Cue 
operation when the filter is set to a new time.  Each of these messages has its own message ID 
listed at the top of the Mixer Interface file. 

The message packages the information into the wParam and lParam parameters of the message 
using the following formats: 

Duration Message: wParam = top 32 bits, lParam = bottom 32 bits in MediaTime units. 

OutputTime Message: as for Duration Message and in MediaTime units. 

CueJob Message: wParam = 1 for seek started and 0 for seek ended, LParam = 0.   

These values can be used by client code to show the duration of the audio timeline and its current 
output time.  The time value may not to be useful to application users since the audio output time 
runs about a second ahead of the video output time indicating that the audio renderer stores about 
four samples until it is time to replay them. 

The Cue Job is used by the Delphi Component to prevent a new seek starting before the last seek 
has completed.  This is important because seeking is done by the WorkerThread so it is possible 
for the Graph to be sought many times while a single seek is in progress.  This would not cause 
the Graph a problem but would simply mean that the sub-graphs and filter will be very busy and 
the audio renderer will not use most of its input samples. The Delphi Component monitors this 
value and will only issue a seek command when the filters (both video and audio) in the graph are 
not already seeking. 



 

7 The Delphi Component 
The Delphi component is called TRSMediaSequence and is part of a set of components intended 
for building media related applications.  It shares a base class with another player component 
called TRSPlayerLib which is a general purpose media player including facilities for generating 
media indexes for mpeg files if they do not already exist and for playing file types other than mpeg. 

The Base class is called TCommonPlayer and it can be found in RSPlayerLib.  This common class 
provides events and functions needed to link either of the players to a set of buttons and a small 
timeline component useful for making a user friendly player.  An example of such a player is shown 
below.  Also useful is a timecode readout component. 

In the media player example shown below, the image area is in fact a TRSPlayerLib or 
TRSMediaSequence that can be dropped onto a form.   

 

 
 

The row of buttons are added to the form as a single component (TRSPlayerControls), and the 
small timeline below the image is also a single component (TRSPlayerTimeline).  The Player 
controls and Timeline are linked to the TRSPlayerLib or TRSMediaSequence by setting their 
PlayerLib properties.  This is all that is needed to control the player, set its in and out points, play a 
selected sequence and capture an image to a bitmap file. The form code must of course load some 
media into the player and respond to some events in order to present the timecode values at the 
top of the form.  The cursor in the timeline can be dragged to move the player position and will 
move as the player plays without any additional code being written.  This behaviour is implemented 
using protected functions and events so provided the user does not use the player as an ancestor 
class, there is no danger of breaking it. 
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7.1 TRSMediaSequence 
The current implementation of the Media Sequence 
Player replays video and audio files originating in m2v 
and wav files. This is for simplicity and any other file 
type could be used provided that all of the video and 
audio samples generated by its decoding filters have 
identical properties.  A Component could also be built 
to incorporate re-sampling filters to cope with different 
media types in the source files or to access files 
provided by the ORBIT software5.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The main interest in this component was to prove that 
an editor could be built using LongGoP, variable bit-
rate coded files and that it would be usable in terms of 
frame accuracy and scrub-play speed.  This proved to 
be the case.  At that time there were few consumer 
editors and no professional editors that I was aware of, 
that handled longGoP variable bit-rate Mpeg2, although 
it has to be said that many consumer and semi-
professional editors have now caught up and can do 
Mpeg2 editing well. 

The current implementation uses Moonlight Elecard 
filters from their standard media player.  This Player 
has index reading and writing objects that can be used 
to generate the index files used to tell the demultiplexer 
where in the variable bit-rate file to find a particular 
frame.  Without indexing, a variable bit-rate file would 
not be seekable frame accurately without parsing the 
entire file, so a player without indexing would not be 
frame accurate.  In fact the Moonlight media player 
delivered with their SDK did not use indexing and was 
not frame accurate for long variable bit-rate GoP files.  
Both TRSPlayerLib and TRSMediaSequence use the 
Moonlight Elecard indexing objects and are frame 
accurate. 

An alternative method of indexing a file would be to use 
an MXF file such as OP-Atom6 which has indexing 
tables built into it.  These can be used to guarantee 
frame accuracy and to provide a acceptable scrub-play 
speed.  This file type is built into the TRSPlayerLib but 
not the TRSMediaSequence. 

The TRSMediaSequence can be dropped onto a form 
and has a Parent property to allow it to be Parented by 
something other than a form, a TPanel or a TFrame for 
instance.  It is relatively easy component to set up in 
the IDE and the only complexity comes in the loading 
of media clips and effects.  It is best used alongside a 
full editing timeline component simply because this 
keeps the user informed of what he/she is doing.  Such 

a timeline is provided in EditPack but in this document I describe only how to operate the 
TRSMediaSequence. 

5 http://www.bbc.co.uk/orbit/index.shtml 
6 SMPTE Standard SMPTE 390M-2004 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/orbit/index.shtml


 

The Property Inspector’s Properties tab shows a set of properties that are reasonably meaningful.  
Only the properties peculiar to this component are described here. 

The AllowEffects property dictates whether the media sequence will accept effects and defaults to 
true.  This might be set to false for an application that is intended to view a cut edited composition.  
It still leaves the audio fade out and in use to avoid popping at cuts. 

The AudioEffectType property is the default audio effect type that is added when a standard media 
clip, a video and a pair of audio clips is added to the timeline.  It defaults to an meaCrossFade. 

AudioMixer and VideoMixer properties can be used to 
disable either type of mixer for an audio or video only 
timeline. 
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EffectPosOnPaste determines whether a clip pasted into 
a sequence that already has an effect gets the effect 
transferred to the new clip’s start or end.  This can be 
offered as a property for the user to choose. 

FastPlayInterval and FastPlaySpeed determine the 
frequency with which fast play instructions are sent and 
the number of frames below which a precise position 
setting will be required.  Fast seeking across a media file 
is much quicker when it uses I-Frames since these 
require only one frame of data whereas precise position 
settings may require many frames to be decoded.  The 
drawback of this approach comes when the timeline is 
dragged very finely, when it really has to be set precisely 
to avoid irritating the user.  The default setting is eight 
frames which proves to be a reasonable value. 

GraphToROT determines whether the Graph publishes 
itself to the Windows Running Object Table. If defaults to 
false but if it is set to true, a tool like GraphEdit can be 
used to display the filter graph.  This is a useful feature 
for discovering what filters a graph uses and can help to 
debug failures to play particular file types. 

Half Resolution instructs the decoder filters to play the 
media at half of its source horizontal and vertical 
resolutions.  This property calls a special interface on the 
Elecard Moonlight filter and overrides values it would 
otherwise pull from the Registry. 

Parent allows a developer to change the Parent of the 
Player.  This changes the component that the position 
properties are measured with respect to and allows a 
TPanel to be moved and take the MediaSequence with it. 
It also allows the MediaSequence to be built into a 
TFrame to build composite components. 

SeekOptimiser applies a minimum time between 
attempts to set the MediaSequence Position and defaults 
to 40 milli seconds.  It influences the smoothness of time 
dragging. 

TimeFormat has four possible values tfFrames, 
tfMilliSec, tfMicroSec and tfMediaTime.  It defaults to 
tfMilliSec.  Any function that is not published in the 

Property Inspector and all Events with time parameters should use the selected format. 
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UseVMR instructs the MediaSequence to use a Video Mixing Renderer if one is installed on the 
machine.  If the property is set and no VMR  is present, an old renderer will be used and 
theUseYUV property will be set to false. 

UseYUV allows the MediaSequence to use a YUV output format and is dependent on having 
UseVMR set to true.   

The Height and Width properties default to half of the values used for full resolution 625 line 
images, corrected for television’s non square pixels.  The Height is 288 lines and the width of 512 
pixels.  These values can be changed and it is the responsibility of client code to use values that 
will give a correct image aspect ratio. 

The properties page of the Object Inspector provides access to Events generated by the 
component.   

OnAudioDurationUpdate provides the new length of the audio timeline following changes to an 
audio track’s clip count or effects and timing specifications.  The event contains a TReferenceTime 
type (a type cast Int64) for the new duration in units of the chosen time format. 

OnAudioTimeUpdate provides a TReferenceTime type when the current output audio time 
changes.  This value is delivered in the chosen Time Format and changes once per audio block 
which is less frequently than the video position changes.  

OnCacheUpdate provides the new cache occupancy when the video output queue’s count 
changes.  It can be used to drive a graphical display of the cache behaviour. 

OnCompleteEvent notifies when the media has played to its end time.  This event is triggered 
when all active sub-graphs have completed playing.  It can be used to set the player’s controls to a 
stopped state. 

OnDebugText can be used to issue debugging messages to client code when tracing complex 
operations – it requires code to be added to the component to generate the debug messages. 

OnFastPlaySpeedChange notifies when the fast play speed has changed.  The speed value in the 
event is of type TSpeedType = (spMinus4 = -4, spMinus3, spMinus2, spMinus1, spStop, spPlus1, 
spPlus2, spPlus3, spPlus4);  This value can be used for adding overlays to the video image. 

OnMarkIn and OnMarkOut provide notifications when the MediaSequence has an in point or out 
point changed.  These provide a boolean value that is true for mark and false when a mark is 
removed.  It also provides a relative time value (a double value between 0.0 and 1.0) indicating the 
proportion of the timeline at which the mark in has been set.  The Component has several 
functions that can apply or remove mark ins and outs at frame positions (as an Int64), times and 
relative times (as a double).  This value can be used to provide an indication of the marked time 
period on a User interface component.  The mark in block on the player timeline show earlier is an 
example although this is implemented automatically by a protected version of this event. 

OnMediaTimeChange provides position information when the player’s frame position changes.  
The information is a TReferenceTime type and the units are REFERENCE_TIME, 100nano 
Second intervals. 

OnPositionChange provides position information when the player’s frame position changes.  The 
units are a double type giving relative time (between 0.0 and 1.0).  This can be used display the 
player position with respect to the timeline length, an example is the cursor display on the player 
example show earlier, although this one is implemented automatically by a protected property of 
this type. 

OnStopFastPlay provides notification when the MediaSequence comes out of FastPlay mode.  
This can be used for clearing an on-screen display when the player stops doing fast play. 

OnTimecodeUpdate provides a TReferenceTime type in units of the chosen Time Format when the 
video timeline frame position changes.  This can be used to drive a timecode readout. 
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OnVideoDurationUpdate provides a TReferenceTime type describing the new video timeline 
duration when a clip count or effect and clip timings change.  The units are the chosen media type. 
It can be used to drive a graphical timecode readout. 

7.2 TRSMediaSequence properties, procedures and functions 
The following is a list of the properties, procedures and functions provided by version 1.0.0 of the 
MediaSequence.  The component at around 5,000 lines of code is relatively big and not all of the 
functions are complete although all have been tested.  The component currently handles linked 
video and audio files, video files or audio files.  It cannot yet offer more than one set of audio files.  
A note of what remains to be done is provided in each entry. 

The functions and procedures that modify the timeline contents will stop the graph if it is paused or 
running.  They will then return the graph to a paused state to update its display.  For an acceptable 
user experience, the position of the timeline following a change must fall on the same frame as it 
did before the change.  This is trivial if the position precedes the change but is quite complex to 
achieve if the position is after the change.  The MediaSequence has been tested for all instances I 
can think of and succeeds.  If the timeline is being loaded from a file, then the MediaSequence 
should be stopped first, since if it is not, the graph will be stopped and paused for each change, 
which is very time consuming. 

function TRSMediaSequence.AddLevel(const ClipTime: Int64; const AudioIndex, ClipIndex: 
integer; const ValueRight, ValueLeft: word; out LevelIndex: integer): boolean; 
This function adds an audio level at ClipTime to the audio clip at ClipIndex.  ClipTime is relative to 
the start of the clip and is in the chosen TimeFormat units.  The levels are for the right and left 
tracks if they exist.  Unity gain is a level of 1000 in hexadecimal and the maximum level is FFFF.  
Note this is a large gain and is very likely to clip. 

property AllowEffects: boolean; 
This sets and gets the AllowEffects property which determines whether the audio and video 
timelines should accept (video) effects.  If the (video) timeline contains effects and it is set to false, 
then all effects are removed.  This property setter needs modifying to remove audio effects as well. 

function TRSMediaSequence.AppendClip(const VideoFilename, AudioFilename: 
WideString;  const StartTime, StopTime: Int64): boolean; 
This appends clips that access the video and audio files to the end of the timeline.  If either 
filename is empty the media sequence inserts a no media clip.  The start time and stop time are in 
the chosen Time Format. The function stops the graph if it is not already stopped, then loads the 
Clip.  If the graph was not originally stopped it will then be Paused to update the image.  The 
function can ‘Append’ the first clip to a timeline. 

property AspectRatio: TAspectRatio; 
This sets and gets the aspect ratio of the video.  It defaults to 16:9.  TAspectRatio is a record with 
two entries called Horizontal and Vertical of type Byte; 

property AudioEffectType: TAudioMixerEffect 
Sets the default audio effect type. This value is applied to audio effects inserted by the 
MediaSequence when a video effect is inserted.  This is done to retain audio-video synchronism. 
TAudioMixerEffect is an enumeration (meaNone, meaFadeOutAndIn, meaCrossFade, 
meaClipGain,  meaLevelSet).  The latter two values are not used in this version of the 
MediaSequence. 
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property AudioMixer: boolean; 
This sets and gets the audio mixer capabilities of the graph. It will raise an exception if it is set to 
false when the audio timeline contains clips. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.Clear; 
Clears the audio and video timelines including the media decoding filters in the graph. 

property ClipOrientation[ClipIndex: integer]: TClipOrientation; 
Sets or gets the orientation of the clip at ClipIndex.  TClipOrientation is an enumeration (coNone, 
coFlip, coFlop, coFlipFlop).  Flip is a horizontal flip of the image, Flop is a vertical flip of the image 
and FlipFlop Is a horizontal and vertical flip of the image.  If the sequence is paused, the displayed 
image will flip immediately the property is changed. If it is Playing then the image adopts the new 
Orientation when it has propagated through the output queue. The state after the change in this 
case will be paused. 

property Count: integer; 
This property gets the ClipCount of the video timeline if there is one or the audio timeline if there is 
not.  It does not make sense to be able to set the count other than by adding or removing clips so 
this is a read-only property. 

property CurrentFramePos: Int64 
This sets and gets the timeline’s current frame position.  The units are video frames and the 
positioning is to the exact frame. 

property Duration: Int64; 
Gets the Duration of the timeline in the chosen Time Format.  It does not make sense to be able to 
set the duration of the timeline other than by modifying clips and effects so this is a read-only 
property. 

property EffectPosOnPaste: boolean; 
Sets and Gets whether the sequence puts an effect that is attached to a clip at the start or end of 
the newly added clip. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.FastPlay(const Speed: TSpeedtype); 
Sets the fast play speed of the media sequence.  TSpeedType is an enumeration (spMinus4 = -4, 
spMinus3, spMinus2, spMinus1, spStop, spPlus1, spPlus2, spPlus3, spPlus4).  Setting a value of 
spStop stops the player, any other value leaves the player playing at that speed until it hits its start 
or end when it will issue an OnStopFastPlay event and set its speed to spStop. 

property FastPlayInterval: integer; 
Sets and gets the FastPlayInterval which is the time between successive steps of the player’s 
position when it is in fast play mode.  The value defaults to 40 milliseconds.  Longer values show 
what could be thought of as a sluggish playing speed, shorter values may cause missed frames. 

property FastSeekThreshold: integer 
Sets and gets the FastSeekThreshold which is the number of frames above which the Media  
Sequence seeks to I-Frames only.  If a time step is less than this value then the sequence seeks to 
the precise frame. 
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property FrameCount: Int64; 
Returns the frame count of the timeline, even if it has no video content.  The frame count can only 
be changed through modification of clips, effects or their timings so this is a read-only property. 

property FramePeriod: Int64 
Sets and Gets the frame period for the video timeline and defaults to 40 milliseconds (25 frames 
per second).  

function TRSMediaSequence.GetAudioClipTimes(const ClipIndex: integer; var StartTime, 
stopTime: Int64): boolean; 
This gets the audio clip times of an audio clip at ClipIndex.  If there is no clip at ClipIndex the 
function fails and returns zero values. 

function TRSMediaSequence.GetClipData(const TrackIndex; ClipIndex: integer): Pointer; 
Returns the UserData pointer for the clip at ClipIndex from the mixer that implements the track at 
track index.  This data is provided by the MediaSequence and points to a TMediaClip class that 
represents the sub-graph that implements the media replay for the clip.  This is a dynamic property 
and may change as the timeline has clips added and removed through calls to SwapPins. 

function TRSMediaSequence.GetClipDetails(const ClipIndex: integer; var UserData: Pointer; 
out AbsStart, StartTime, StopTime: TReferenceTime; out Effect: TMixerEffect; out 
EffectDuration: TReferenceTime): boolean;    
This function returns a set of  times, effects and user data properties for the clip at ClipIndex in the 
track at track Index.  UserData points to a TMediaClip class that implements the media replay for 
the clip.  If there is no clip at ClipIndex in track Index, the function fails. 

function TRSMediaSequence.GetClipIndicesAtTime(const Position: TReferenceTime; out 
ClipIndex1, ClipIndex2: integer): boolean; 
Returns the clip indices of the clips at Position.  The if there is an effect at position then ClipIndex1 
and ClipIndex2 will be different by one, if there is not then both values will be the same.  The 
function fails if there is no clip at Position. 

function TRSMediaSequence.GetCurrentIndex: integer; 
Returns the clip index at the current replay position.  If the player is inside and effect, the function 
returns the index of the first clip. 

function TRSMediaSequence.GetLevel(const Time, Threshold: Int64; const AudioIndex: 
integer; out ClipIndex1, ClipIndex2, LevelIndex1, LevelIndex2: integer; out ValueRight1, 
ValueRight2, ValueLeft1, ValueLeft2: word): boolean; 

Returns the levels within a time range defined by Time ± Threshold in the audio track defined by 
AudioIndex.  There may be two clips if there is an effect so these are returned as ClipIndex1 and 
ClipIndex2.  LevelIndex1 and LevelIndex2 define the index of the level within the clip.  The values 
are for right and left levels in each of the clips.  This function allows the details of a level to be 
found knowing only an approximate position as would be provided by a graphical representation of 
the timeline.  The function fails if there is no clip or level at the points specified. 
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function TRSMediaSequence.GetVideoClipTimes(const Index: integer; out StartTime, 
StopTime: Int64): boolean;   
Returns the time details of a clip in the video timeline at Index.  If there is no clip at Index the 
function fails. 

function TRSMediaSequence.GetVideoEffect(const ClipStartIndex: integer; out Effect: 
TMixerEffect; out EffectDuration: Int64): boolean; 
Returns the effect details of the video effect at ClipStartIndex.  If there is no clip at that index the 
function fails.  If there is no effect defined for that index, Effect will be meNone and EffectDuration 
will be zero. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.GoToEnd; 
Sets the time position to its end point and displays the last frame. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.GoToStart; 
Sets the time position to zero and displays the first frame. 

property Graph: IFilterGraph; 
Returns a reference to the IFilterGraph interface for the sequence’s Graph. 

property GraphToROT: boolean; 
Sets and gets the GraphToROT property.  If this is true then the filter graph publishes its graph to 
the Windows Running Object Table allowing tools such as GraphEdit to display the contents of the 
Graph. 

property HalfResolution: boolean 
Seta and gets the HalfResolution property.  If this is true the media replay is at half the source’s 
horizontal and vertical resolution.  This property relies on the mpeg decoding filter supporting the 
property.  It should not be changed while there are video clips in the timeline although the 
sequence will not prevent it.  

function TRSMediaSequence.InsertClip(const VideoFilename, AudioFilename: WideString; 
const StartTime, StopTime: Int64; const Index: integer): boolean; 
Inserts a clip that uses the two filenames at Index.  If Index is not between 0 and the timeline count 
the function fails.  If VideoFilename or AudioFilename are empty and they have a mixer in the 
timeline then the component inserts a no media clip. If StartTime and StopTime are outside the 
media length then the function fails.  StartTime and StopTime are in the chosen Time Format. The 
function stops the graph if it is not already stopped, then loads the Clip.  If the graph was not 
originally stopped it will then be Paused to update the image.   

function TRSMediaSequence.MarkAll(Mark: boolean): boolean; 
This either marks the entire timeline or removes mark ins and mark outs depending upon the value 
of Mark. 

function TRSMediaSequence.MarkInAtCursor(Mark: boolean; out Position: Int64): boolean; 
This either places a mark in at the current replay position or removes a mark in at any position.  It 
returns the position in the chosen Time Format  of the mark point or the origin if the mark has been 
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removed.  If the position is after an existing mark out the mark out will be changed to the timeline 
duration. 

function TRSMediaSequence.MarkInAtTimePos(Position: Int64; Mark: boolean): boolean; 
This either places a mark in at Position or removes a mark in at any position. If the position is after 
an existing mark out the mark out will be changed to the timeline duration. 

property MarkInFrames: Int64; 
Read only property giving the mark in position in the chosen Time Format units.  If there is no mark 
in this will return zero. 

property MarkOutFrames: Int64 
Read only property giving the mark out position in the chosen Time Format units.  If there is no 
mark out this will return the timeline duration. 

function TRSMediaSequence.MarkOutAtCursor(Mark: boolean; out position: Int64): 
boolean; 
This either places a mark out at the current replay position or removes a mark out at any position.  
It returns the position in the chosen Time Format  of the mark point or the timeline duration if the 
mark has been removed. If the Position is before an existing Mark in, the mark in will be changed 
to zero 

function TRSMediaSequence.MarkOutAtTimePos(Position: Int64; Mark: boolean): boolean; 
This either places a mark out at Position or removes a mark out at any position. If the Position is 
before an existing Mark in, the mark in will be changed to zero. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.NextItem; 
Steps to the next timeline clip start or effect end.  

function TRSMediaSequence.NextLevel(out Time: Int64; out ValueRight, ValueLeft: word): 
boolean; 
This an iteration function for finding the levels within a clip.  It returns true if a new level was found.  
Call ResetEnumLevels to reset the enumeration and change the track or clip indices. 

property NoMediaBitmap: Tbitmap; 
Sets and gets a bitmap for applying to the no media clips in the video timeline.  The bitmap should 
be destroyed after either setting or getting it.  The sequence must be stopped and paused before 
the new bitmap will appear in the display. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.Pause; 
Pauses the MediaSequence’s Graph. If the sequence was stopped, pausing it refreshes its display.  
If it was playing then Pausing it stops the replay.  Note that DirectShow allows the position of a 
graph to be set even when it is stopped so it would be necessary to Pause the graph to display the 
newly positioned image.  This process can be time consuming if the graph was stopped since all 
filters in the graph will need to pause which involves setting up a lot of dynamically created objects. 
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procedure TRSMediaSequence.Play; 
Plays the media at normal speed.  If the sequence was stopped before this call it can be time 
consuming for the same reasons as for Pause. 

property PlayerState: TPlayerState; 
A read-only property representing the player state.  TPlayerState is an enumeration (psClosed, 
psStop, psPause, psPlay, psFF, psFR, psSeeking, psReversePlay). 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.PlayFromTo(Start: boolean); 
Starts and stops playing between previously set mark in and a mark out points. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.PlayFromTo(StartPos, SndPos: Int64; Start: boolean); 
Starts or Stops playing from startPos to EndPos depending on the value of Start.  This function 
does not modify a preset Mark In or Mark Out point. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.PlayFromToRelative(StartPos, EndPos: double; Start: 
boolean); 
Starts and Stops Replay from StartPost to EndPos where these values are relative times (0.0 to 
1.0), depending upon the value of Start. 

property Position: Int64 
Sets and gets the Media Sequence’s position.  Position is in the chosen TimeFormat.  The time the 
player sets to will be the nearest I frame if Position is different from the last successfully set output 
position by more than SeekThreshold  and exact if it is not. 

function TRSMediaSequence.PrePendClip(const VideoFilename, AudioFilename: 
WideString; const StartTime, StopTime: Int64): boolean; 
Pre-pends a clip that uses the video and audio filenames to the start of the timeline.  StartTime and 
StopTime are in the chosen TimeFormat.  If they are not within the duration of the media the 
function fails.  If a filename is empty, the media sequence inserts a no media clip. The function 
stops the graph if it is not already stopped, then loads the Clip.  If the graph was not originally 
stopped it will then be Paused to update the image. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.PreviousItem; 
Steps to the previous clip start or effect end. 

function TRSMediaSequence.RemoveClip(const Index: integer; const UseEffectAtEnd: 
boolean): boolean;  
Removes a clip at Index. UseEffectAtEnd determines if the effect described within the Clip should 
be placed at the end of the preceding clip.  

function TRSMediaSequence.RemoveLevel(const AudioIndex, ClipIndex, LevelIndex: 
integer): boolean; 
Removes a level at LevelIndex in a clip at ClipIndex contained in a track at TrackIndex.  If any of 
these values are invalid the function fails. 
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function TRSMediaSequence.ResetEnumLevels(const AudioIndex, ClipIndex: integer): 
boolean; 
Resets the level enumerator and at the same time sets its clip index and audio track index. If any 
of the parameters are invalid the function fails. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.ReversePlay; 
Makes the media sequence attempt to play backwards.  This is quite a challenge for longGoP 
variable bit-rate mpeg so the replay speed can be a little slow depending on cpu, network and disk 
capabilities. 

property SeekOptimiser: cardinal; 
This is the minimum time between attempts to seek the sequence. It defaults to 40 milli seconds.  
Seeking is also controlled by feedback from the filters so this property simply avoids a lot of calls 
on the filter that will not be used. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.SeekRelative(Position: double); 
This function Seeks the Player to a relative time position between 0.0 and 1.0.  The actual position 
is determined by SeekOptimiser and will be to the nearest I-Frame for rapid searching. This 
function is designed to be driven from a component’s MouseMove Event where the position is 
normalised to a component dimension.  It is used for instance by the Player Timeline Component. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.SeekRelativeAbs(Position: double); 
This function Seeks the Player to a relative time position between 0.0 and 1.0.  The actual position 
is frame accurate. This function is designed to be driven from a component’s MouseUp Event 
where the position is normalised to a component dimension and to set the player position 
precisely.  It is used for instance by the Player Timeline Component. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.SeekToFrameAbs(FramePos: Int64); 
This function seeks the player precisely to a given Frame Position.  It is intended for use with a 
source of frame number such as a timeline edit component. 

function TRSMediaSequence.SetAudioClipTimes(const ClipStartIndex: integer; const 
StartTime, stopTime: Int64): boolean; 
Sets the clip times of a clip at ClipStartIndex.  The clip must already exist.  The Start and Stop 
times must be within the length of the media file for the clip otherwise the function fails. 

function TRSMediaSequence.SetAudioEffect(const ClipStartIndex: integer; const 
AudioEffect: TAudioMixerEffect; const EffectDuration: Int64): boolean; 
Sets the effect type and duration of an audio clip at ClipstartIndex.  The EffectDuration must be 
small enough to fit into the clip and not overlap any adjacent effect otherwise the function fails. 

function TRSMediaSequence.SetLevel(const AudioIndex, ClipIndex,  LevelIndex: integer; 
const ValueRight, ValueLeft: word): boolean;  
Sets the levels for a level at LevelIndex in a clip at ClipIndex on a track at AudioIndex.  Client code 
should already have established that LevelIndex, ClipIndex and the track index are valid.  The 
function fails if these parameters are invalid. 
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procedure TRSMediaSequence.SetPosition(Position: Int64); 
Sets the Position of the sequence according to the value of FFastSeekThreshold and at intervals 
not less than SeekOptimiser.  The position is to the nearest I-Frame if the new position is more 
than FFastSeekThreshold away from the last successful seek position. 

function TRSMediaSequence.SetPositionAbs(Position: Int64): boolean; 
Sets the Position to the absolute frame requested.  This function is relatively slow and should only 
be called when using SetPositions would annoy users. 

function TRSMediaSequence.SetVideoClipTimes(const Index: integer; const StartTime, 
StopTime: Int64): boolean; 
Sets the video clip times of a clip at Index.  The clip must already exist.  StartTime and StopTime 
must be within the length of the media related to the clip and must not cause effects to overlap, 
otherwise the function fails. 

function TRSMediaSequence.SetVideoEffect(const ClipStartIndex: integer; const Effect: 
TMixerEffect; const EffectDuration: Int64; const AudioEffect: TAudioMixerEffect; const 
SetAudioEffect, AdjustAudioEffect: boolean): boolean; 
This function is used to set a new video effect on a clip at ClipStartIndex.  If SetAudioEffect is true 
it a sets an audio effect of the same duration as the video.  If the function is used to adjust an audio 
effect and AdjustAudioEffect is true, the length of the audio effect is adjusted to match that of the 
video effect. If any parameters are invalid, the function false. The EffectDuration is in the chosen 
Time Format. The function stops the graph if it is not already stopped, then loads the Effect.  If the 
graph was not originally stopped it will then be Paused to update the image. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.StepAGop(IsForward: boolean); 
Steps the sequence to the next or previous I-Frame from its current position depending on the 
value of IsForward. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.StepBack; 
Steps the sequence back a single frame. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.StepForward; 
Steps the sequence forward a single frame. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.Stop; 
Stops the Graph.  This procedure de-commits all allocators and flushes all filters in the graph and 
can take a while to complete. 

procedure TRSMediaSequence.StopFastPlay; 
Stops fast play mode if the sequence was in fast play mode.  This also sets the speed to psStop. 

property TimeFormat: TTimeFormat; 
Sets and gets the sequence’s Time Format. TTimeFormat is an enumeration (tfMediaTime, 
tfMicroSec, tfMilliSec, tfFrames). This value should not be changed when there are clips in the 
timeline, although the component will not prevent it. 
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property UseVMR: boolean; 
Sets and gets the whether the sequence should or should not use a VMR if one is installed on the 
machine. If this value is true but there is not VMR then the player will attempt to find an old style 
Video Renderer. 

property UseYUV2: boolean; 
Sets and gets whether the sequence should attempt to use a YUV format.  If the video renderer 
and upstream video filters support connection at a YUV format then this should succeed. 

property VideoMixer: boolean; 
Sets and Gets the video mixing capabilities of the sequence. 



 

8 Test Application 
The project folder includes a mixer test application. This application tests the majority of 
parameters for the Media Sequence.  It should be noted that the buttons for loading a set of 
sequences assumes filenames and locations for the files. If you want to use this application then 
use the Pre-Pend, Insert, Append and Remove buttons which provide a file menu of edit the 
source code to your files and your location. 

The application allows you to set whether you want a mixed audio/video graph, a video graph or 
just an audio graph. It supports dragging of time positions across clips and insertion and deletion of 
effects selected from the drop down menus. It also supports changing of clip orientation, setting of 
the various design time properties and changing of clip and effect times. 

The right hand side of the application shows the time reporting of the Media Sequence and some 
of its diagnostic facilities. The example shows reporting of the timecode outputs and seek callbacks 
in a list view and shows the comparison of audio and video output times. 

To be understand what the application can be used for you will really need to study the source 
code and modify it to test the features you are interested in. 
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9 An example of an editor using the Media Sequence component 
The picture shows an editor built using the DirectShow editing filters and the MediaSequence.  The 
image on the right hand side is the MediaSequence and the application shows a timeline with three 
clips and some effects.  The MediaSequence is part way through a circle wipe.    

Also shown are a browser that allows viewing of the contents of an aaf file that is being played in 
the left hand player window, a comments unit that shows the comments attached to various 
comments in the timeline and an effects unit that shows the set of built in effects that come with the 
video mixer.  The comments belong to the last clip in the sequence and can be viewed by clicking 
the comment icons in the timeline. All of the production data shown in this application is stored in 
an AAF Edit Protocol file. 
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10 Appendix 1 setting the seeking properties of a moonlight demultiplexer. 
The Moonlight Elecard de-multiplexer comes in many versions.  Earlier versions (around 3.0) work 
well as de-multiplexers but have a property called SeekByFilter which makes the graph seek 
according to the graph time rather than the time requested on the filter’s IMediaSeeking interface.  
This does not conform to the Microsoft documentation and prevents a graph with more than one 
source file from seeking on only one file – all files will seek.  This prevents the MediaSequence 
from seeking correctly. 

The property defaults to true when the filter is installed and cannot be set in code on the earlier 
versions so the only ways to set it are to load the file into GraphEdit and set the property in the 
filter’s Settings dialog, which stores the value in the registry, or to edit the registry directly.  The 
MediaSequence attempts to set the property in code but if it finds that the property is not supported 
this will not work.  

Later versions around 3.1 do not have the SeekByFilter property and seek according to the 
documentation.  I have found however, that they introduce some latency at start up which, at least 
in my players, introduces some loss of AV sync when replaying separate audio and video files.  
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11 Appendix 2.  Installation of DirectShow9 and DSPack. 

DirectShow9 SDK 
The first thing to do is to make sure your Windows installation has an up to date Service Pack.  
SP4 appears to work but if you have SP2 then update it because you will have some major 
problems with calling Com interfaces. 

Download the DirectShow9 SDK from Microsoft and install it using its own installer7.  This will give 
you the Base Classes as a reference, although you will not need them directly.  It also provides a 
set of example filters that you might find useful as a guide.  I understand that it also installs a few 
DirectShow filters, although I've not yet identified which ones.  More important is the fact that it 
gives you the DirectShow help file which provides an essential insight into using the SDK's 
Interfaces 

DSPack2.3.1 
Download this from SourceForge.  You will need to decide where you are going to put the files and 
it is a good idea to spend a little time sorting this out.  I have used folders called components-on-
test, where I put all the component code that I may want to modify, and installed-components, 
where I put the code I do not intend to modify.  These folders I put in the Delphi Application folder 
(C:\Program Files\Borland\Delphi6).  

DSPack has two sets of source files in its src folder.  These are DirectX9, which contains The 
Delphi translations of the Microsoft DirectShow header files, and DSPack, which contains the 
source code for the DSPack components.  For doing your own DirectShow filter development you 
do not need to install the DSPack components but you will need to install DirectX9. 

To install DirectX9 you open the file \packages\DirectX9_Dx.dpk where x is your version of Delphi 
and compile it.  You will also need to add the source folder to your Delphi “Library Path” use  
|Tools|Environment Options|Library and click the Library button.  This brings up the list of files that 
Delphi will search to find functions, procedures, constants etc.  If the two files DirectX9 and 
DSPack are not listed then add them using the three dotted button and click Add.  In principle, this 
is all you need to do. 

If you want to install DSPack – just to do your won DVD player, then you compile the run-time 
package DSPack_Dx.dpk, and install the Design package DSPackDesign_Dx.dpk. 

There are additional installations possible if you want to use Direct3D or Windows Media and these 
are described in the installation notes. 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
7 Microsoft have now removed DirectShow from the DirectX SDK so you may need to search for an older version or 

download the Windows Platform SDK, which could take a very long time. 
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12 Appendix 3.  Modifications required in BaseClass.pas 

Inheritability of BasePin allocator functions 
The first thing is to realise is that these classes are not immutable.  There are some glaring errors 
in the Microsoft base classes and BaseClass.pas is simply a translation. 

The Microsoft BaseClasses, being written in C++,  allow the Filter Graph to call into all public 
functions, including GetAllocator, NotifyAllocator and GetAllocatorRequirements functions 
descended from the TBCBaseInputPin and TBCBaseOutputPin. BaseClass.pas is written in Delphi 
and requires that a function be marked as virtual if it is to be inherited from. BaseClass.pas does 
not however mark them as virtual, meaning that they are not in the Virtual Method table and are 
therefore not reachable by the FilterGraph.  This gives problems when attempting to set up 
allocators since descendent classes can only  be called from your own code and the Graph will 
occasionally undo what you have done.  I marked these three functions as virtual so that the Graph 
can reach your overriden versions as it does in C++, which means it can do its proper job when 
connecting pins. 
function GetAllocator(out ppAllocator: IMemAllocator): HRESULT; virtual; stdcall 

function NotifyAllocator(pAllocator: IMemAllocator; bReadOnly: BOOL): HRESULT; virtual; stdcall; 

function GetAllocatorRequirements(out pProps: TAllocatorProperties): HRESULT; virtual; stdcall; 

Visibility of FAllocator and FInputPin in TBCBaseOutputPin. 
I have made these Fields protected rather than private. They would normally be accessed by 
descendent classes in the same file in C++ such as TBCTransformOutputPin. The descendent pin 
classes have not been very useful to me so I want to be able to see them from descendent classes 
in a different file – hence the protected visibility. I have used this for setting up allocators in derived 
pins classes and for passing calls on to the connected output pin. 

Visibility of TBCBasePin.Fref 
Both the video and audio filters need to ensure that there is one and only one input pin after 
removing an input sub-graph.  The only way I could find to ensure that client code has no 
references to a disconnected pin was to use its FRef value.  Even though it is private, it is 
accessible to descendant pin classes in BaseClass.pas.  My code however is in a different file so I 
need to make the value protected. 
TBCBasePin.. 

  …………. 

  protected  

    property Ref: LongInt read FRef. 

TBCBaseFilter.JoinFilterGraph 
This has a coding error in that the FSink value is set to nil, rather than having Release called upon 
it. The Microsoft baseclass is a little flaky in its documentation in that is says we no longer keep a 
reference on the Interface when what it means is we ‘no longer’ add to its reference count, 
although we do contrive to keep it non zero.  

Delphi implements smart interface pointers.  There is no need to call AddRef and Release on an 
interface since the IInterfacedObject class from which all interfaces derive calls it for you. The 
translation uses the documentation rather than the code and sets the interface to nil rather than 
calling _release on it, which means that in a C++ implementation the interface would still exists to 
be called whereas in a Delphi application it has been set to nil and no longer exists to call.  The 
correct code is: 
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    // avoid AddRef on pGraph by using pointers 

    Pointer(FGraph) := Pointer(pGraph); 

    //FGraph := pGraph; 

    if (FGraph <> nil) then 

    begin 

      if FAILED(FGraph.QueryInterface(IID_IMediaEventSink, IUnknown(FSink))) then 

        ASSERT(FSink = nil) 

      else 

        FSink._Release; // we do NOT keep a reference _count_ on it but we do keep a reference 

    end 

    else.......... 

If you do not change this code, you will not be able to send a message to the Graph using 
TBCBaseFilter.NotifyEvent since it will have a nil FSink reference.  If it is changed then you will be 
able to send this message, but you will find the next issue with the Microsoft code.  

TBCBaseFilter.NotifyEvent 
The original BaseClass code passes a reference to the current filter in the second event parameter 
which causes the Graph to send the message back to your filter's NonDelegationQueryInterface if 
it has one.  It will be asking for the Notify interface which your filter most likely won't support. This 
code is present in the Microsoft BaseClass code so god knows how that works.  I commented out 
the lines that add the Pointer to the Filter code to the message to be sent.  I then call the 
NotifyEvent with two zero parameters.  I have used this for posting an EC_COMPLETE message 
to the Graph if the shot change detector does not have an output connection and the graph does 
puts it into its message queue for client code to poll. 

Debug compiler directives 
The class has de-bugging facilities, although they are not very useful for solving thread locking 
since the only way to stop an application is from the IDE, which prevents the log file from writing.  
There are a lot of missing compiler directives on the calls to DbgLog.  The code for DbgLog is itself 
commented out when debug is disabled.  I suspect that the Delphi compiler would not call a 
function that has no code but given that many of the calls to DbgLog are surrounded by compiler 
directives, I've added them to all calls. 
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